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Reception Home Learning

Learning Log: Pack  Week 5 - From 1st to 5th February-  - 
Support for Home Learning can be found at r.class@arkbentworthprimary.org

Learning can be accessed through your child’s account on the following:
DB Primary https://arkbentworth-lbhf.secure-dbprimary.com/

htt s://www.

However, we recommend that this is in addition to the times below.
Please do not feel pressured to finish all the material in one week. However, we will continue to
give out new packs each week to ensure full coverage of the curriculum.

Reading

Children should read for 10 minutes daily. 
 

Children to listen to stories every day. You can read a book to your child or  
find an on-line story.
Find the story of the week on DBprimary: "Aliens love underpants" (Monday 
1st February)

Writing

Children to writ . one 
 

This term our topic is S  and this week we are going to 
talk about Aliens love unerpants . your pack  the 

 for this week related to  and the suggested sentences.

Maths

be learning about Grouping and sharing.

- : Children are learning how to link sounds to letters. This week we
are going to practice the letters "l , "f" s" sh and "z".

Do not forget to say
the rhyme at the same time to help you in your writing.

- Phonics : We a n extra lesson daily where we will be
leaning to , read red words and practice spelling.

* Challenge: using some 
ork EExAT
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- Understanding the concept of equal groups.

- Practising counting in equal groups and adding them together.

- Exploring counting in groups of two to find the total.

- Exploring grouping objects in tens to find the total.

- Exploring counting in groups of five.
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- learn how to use a knife and a fork independently.

- wrap a gift

Wall ball Challenge 5 - Crazy ladder

Me and my Zones.

Clap your hands'  with Pippa (DBPrimary)

Underpants design.

www.gonoodle.com
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Miss Valencia 



 

Use the pictures to write a sentence, using 
phonics sounds. Children can choose what they 
write as long as is related to the picture. 

  
  

 It is a ship.
I can see pants.
It has six hands.
I see red dots.
 I see mum and a cat.

 



1st February

2. This time old McDonald has 15 cows and he wants to arrange them onto his five fields.

Sharing

1. Old McDonald has  20 cows and he wants to arrange them into his 5 fields.
Have a go and arrange the 20 cows onto the 5 fields. You can use the counters below, drawing 
dots or using other objects like beans or pasta. 

Ask an adult to cut these circles and use them as counters.

• Has old McDonald put an equal number in each?
• Check to see how many cows are in each field to find out if the number is equal with each group.



1st February 

Write a sentence to match the picture.



1st February

Aliens

• What do you think aliens eat?
___________________________________

• How do you think they walk/move?
___________________________________

• Which language do you think they talk?
___________________________________

• In which planet would they live?
___________________________________

Talk to an adult or a sibling  about aliens. 
Answer the following question.

Ask an adult to write your answers and upload them on EExAT.



2nd February

Practising counting in equal groups and adding them together

• Old McDonald has 8 sheep.
- Use 8 counters from lesson 1 or any other counting objects to represent 8 sheep.
- Use the  2 colour paper to represent the 2 groups/ 2 fields.

# How many sheep can you see in each field? _____

#Can you represent the sheep onto the first field? 

#How many sheep can you see on the second field?  _____

#Can you represent the sheep onto the second field? 

#How many sheep we have on both groups/fields altogether? _____

Two groups of 4 is equal to 8 sheep altogether



2nd February

Write a sentence to match the picture.



2nd February 

Get creative and design your own pair of 
Pants-tastic Underpants



3rd February

Exploring counting in groups of two to find the total

# Do you know what a pair is?
Pair refers to two objects or a group of two. Let's see a few examples.

A pair of shoes A pair of gloves A pair of socks

1. Now here is a octopus. How many legs or how many tentacles he has on his body?
To make sure you don't double count, cross each leg off as you go.

3. To help you find out, draw circles to group his legs into pairs (two legs)
Now move to counters you placed before into groups of 2, because each
group of 2 will represent a pair of shoes.

2. Use the counters from lesson 1 to represent the octopus legs onto the line below.

Now we are going to work our how many pair of shoes the octopus will need.

How many pair of shoes will the octopus need?



3rd February

Write a sentence to match the picture.



3rd February



4th February

Exploring grouping objects in tens to find the total

Each of the tower represents 10 cubes. 1 group of ten is equal to 10 animals.

There are 50 animals that live in Old McDonald's farm. Each counter represents an animal.
He wants to count them in groups of 10 and put each group of ten into separate fields.

We've got          groups of 10 cubes.  

groups of 10 are equals  to              .

___ groups of 10
are equals to

___ groups of 10
are equals to

___ groups of 10
are equals to

___ groups of 10
are equals to

___ groups of 10
are equals to



4th February

Write a sentence to match the picture.



4th February

 

First, find foods to use for each planet, then hand each to your child, one at a time, and 
have him/her repeat the names of the planets with you in order.  As he/she repeats each 

one, she lays it on the plate.

This is a list of foods examples for each planet:

Sun: mandarin orange, top sliced off and peeled but not separated

Mercury: a red grape

Venus: celery

Earth: kiwi

Mars: strawberry

Jupiter: pepperoni/tomato

Saturn: cheddar cheese

Uranus: a slice of string cheese

Neptune: ham

Foody solar system



5th February

Exploring counting in groups of five

5

10

15

20

25

Old McDonald wants to have 5 animals on each field. Fill each field with 5 dots.

30



5th February 

g
Write a sentence to match the picture.



29th

Clap your hands

Go to DB-Primary and sing this song with Pippa.

Can you clap just like me?
Can you clap just like me?
Can you clap just like me?
Can you clap, can you clap just like me?

Can you sit just like me?
Can you sit just like me?
Can you sit just like me?
Can you sit, can you sit quietly?

# Can you jump just like me?
# Can you hide just like me?
# Can you slide just like me?
# Can you stamp just like me? 

Can you wiggle just like me?
Can you wiggle just like me?
Can you wiggle just like me?
Can you wiggle, can you wiggle just like me?
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